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WIND TURBINE POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Cross-Reference

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/393,995, filed

on October 18, 2010 and entitled "DPJVETRATN FOR A O TURBINE". This application

also claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/450,151, filed March 8,

201 1 and entitled "W D TURBINE POWER TRANSMISSION SYSTEM'.

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to power transmission systems. More specifically, the

present invention relates to wind turbine power transmission systems having an integrated

gearbox and generator.

Background

[0002] Wind turbines typically include a rotor with large blades driven by the wind. The

rotor blades convert the kinetic energy of the wind into rotational mechanical energy. The

mechanical energy usually drives one or more generators to produce electrical power. Thus,

wind turbines include a power transmission system to process and convert the rotational

mechanical energy into electrical energy. The power transmission system is sometimes referred

to as the "power train" of the wind turbine. The portion of a power transmission system from the

wind turbine rotor to the generator is referred to as the drive train.



[0003] Oftentimes it is necessary to increase the rotational speed of the wind turbine rotor to

the speed required by the generator(s). This is accomplished by a gearbox between the wind

turbine rotor and generator. Thus, the gearbox forms part of the drive train and converts a low-

speed, high-torque input from the wind turbine rotor into a lower-torque, higher-speed output for

the generator. Although gearboxes are used in many industries, there are particular challenges in

designing them for wind turbines due to the magnitude, variety, and unpredictability of forces

experienced by the wind turbine rotor and drive train. These forces have the potential to damage

bearings and other gearbox components. As a result, gearbox reliability has traditionally been a

concern in the wind power industry.

[0004] Some manufacturers address this concern by designing power transmission systems

without a gear stage. The wind turbine rotor directly drives a low-speed generator in such

systems. Although there may be no concerns about gearbox reliability, the lack of a gear stage

often gives rise to other concerns. In particular, the low-speed generators in direct-drive wind

turbines are typically larger than their high and medium-speed counterparts in geared solutions to

produce equivalent amounts of power. The larger size presents transportation, assembly, and

maintenance challenges in addition to cost concerns. Moreover, many of the low-speed

generators rely upon permanent magnets incorporating rare earth materials of limited

availability.

[0005] The competing concerns between traditional drive trains and direct-drive machines

has led to increased interest in medium-speed solutions. These "hybrid" solutions typically

include an integrated gearbox and medium-speed generator. One such solution is the subject of

EP 0 8 11 764 Bl, which discloses a medium-speed, permanent magnet generator mounted to a

single stage gearbox. The design was originally conceived by Aerodyn GmbH and has been



further developed by Areva. Sometimes referred to as the "multibrid" solution, the design results

in a lightweight, compact power transmission system with fewer rotating parts than most

traditional drive trains.

[0006] Despite the interest in medium-speed solutions, there remains room for improvement.

The highly-integrated nature of the designs may limit assembly options and make service

difficult. Therefore, there is a need for a power transmission system that addresses these and

other challenges.

Summary

[0007] A power transmission system for a wind turbine is disclosed below. The power

transmission system comprises a gearbox and generator. The gearbox includes a gearbox

housing and gearbox output member. The generator includes: a generator housing having a

drive-end side and non-drive-end side, the drive-end side being coupled to the gearbox housing;

a stator supported by the generator housing; a rotor having a rotor shaft coupled to the gearbox

output member and a rotor body supported by the rotor shaft; a non-drive-end shield coupled to

the non-drive-end side of the generator housing; a spindle extending from the non-drive-end

shield in the axial direction; and at least one generator bearing positioned between the rotor shaft

and spindle. The generator bearing(s) support the gearbox output member and rotor shaft. To

this end, the term "generator bearing" is used herein to refer to a bearing common to the gearbox

and generator and necessary for their operation. The generator bearing(s) serve as a primary

means for rotatably supporting the gearbox output member and rotor shaft. In some



embodiments, the generator bearing(s) may even be the only rotatable support for these

components.

[0008] By positioning the generator bearing(s) between the rotor shaft and spindle, the

generator bearing(s) are effectively positioned on the non-drive-end side of the generator

housing. Such an arrangement facilitates assembly and service for reasons that will be apparent

based on the description below. Further advantages are provided if the spindle is spaced from

the rotor but configured to contact the rotor when the rotor is moved toward the non-drive-end

shield. Such an arrangement allows the rotor to be "parked" on the spindle during transportation

and/or maintenance, thereby allowing the generator bearing(s) to be installed or removed without

having to remove the rotor and without having de-couple the generator housing from the gearbox

housing.

[0009] To this end, a corresponding method of assembling or servicing a power transmission

system is also disclosed. The method involves providing a gearbox having a gearbox housing

and a gearbox output member extending from the gearbox housing. A generator is also

provided. The generator includes a generator housing with a drive-end side and non-drive-end

side, a stator supported by the generator housing between the drive-end side and non-drive-end

side, a non-drive-end shield coupled to the non-drive-end side of the generator housing, a spindle

extending from the non-drive-end shield in the axial direction, and a rotor with a rotor shaft and

rotor body supported by the rotor shaft. At least a portion of the rotor shaft extends in an axial

direction.

[0010] The method further involves positioning at least one generator bearing between the

rotor shaft and spindle. Again, the generator bearing(s) support the gearbox output member and

rotor shaft. Integrating the gearbox and generator is another step, which includes coupling the



drive-end side of the generator housing to the gearbox housing and coupling the rotor shaft to the

gearbox output member. This integration may be performed before positioning the generator

bearing(s), as may be the case when the method relates to service such that the positioning of the

generator bearing(s) represents their replacement. It could also be the case when the method

relates to assembly and the generator bearing(s) are transported and/or installed separately from

the rest of the generator. The integration step may alternatively be performed after positioning

the generator bearing(s), as may be the case when the generator is assembled and transported

with the generator bearing(s) installed.

[001 1] Regardless, the method illustrates the advantages relating to assembly and service

resulting from the design of the power transmission system. Again, these advantages will be

more apparent based on the description below.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0012] Fig. 1 is a perspective view of one example of a wind turbine.

[0013] Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a power transmission system for the wind turbine of

Fig. 1

[0014] Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the power transmission system of Fig. 2 .

[0015] Fig. cross-sectional view showing a gearbox and generator of the power

transmission system of Fig. 2 in further detail.

[0016] Fig. 4A is an enlarged cross-sectional view showing the generator of Fig. 4 in further

detail.



[0017] Fig. 5 is a rear perspective view of the generator in the power transmission system of

Fig. 2 .

[0018] Fig. 6 is an enlarged view of a portion of the generator shown in Fig. 5 .

[0019] Figs. 7A-7C are cross-sectional views sequentially illustrating the removal of

generator bearings from the generator in the power transmission system of Fig. 2 .

[0020] Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional perspective view showing a generator according to an

alternative embodiment.

[002 1] Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional elevational view shown a generator according to another

alternative embodiment.

Detailed Description

[0022] Fig. 1 shows one example of a wind turbine 2 . Although an offshore wind turbine is

shown, it should be noted that the description below may be applicable to other types of wind

turbines. The wind turbine 2 includes rotor blades 4 mounted to a hub 6, which is supported by a

nacelle 8 on a tower 12. Wind causes the rotor blades 4 and hub 6 to rotate about a main axis 14

(Fig. 2). This rotational energy is delivered to a power transmission system (or "power train") 10

housed within the nacelle 8 .

[0023] As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the power transmission system 10 includes a main shaft 16

coupled to the hub 6 (Fig. 1). The power transmission system 10 also includes first and second

bearings 18, 20 supporting the main shaft 16, a bearing housing 22 surrounding the first and

second bearings 18, 20, and a gearbox 24 having a gearbox input member 26 driven by the main



shaft 16. The gearbox 24 increases the rotational speed of the main shaft 16 to drive a generator

28, as will be described in greater detail below.

[0024] In the particular embodiment shown, the gearbox 24 and generator 28 are suspended

from the bearing housing 22 and main shaft 16; there is no support for the gearbox 24 or

generator 28 themselves. More specifically, the gearbox 24 includes the gearbox input member

26, which is coupled to the main shaft 16 by a coupling 30, and a gearbox housing 32, which is

suspended from the bearing housing 22 via a coupling housing 34. The coupling 30 is shown as

a curved tooth gear coupling including a ring spline coupling element 36 that engages coupling

flanges 38, 40 associated with the main shaft 16 and gearbox input member 26, respectively.

This and other embodiments of the coupling 30, along with the overall kinematics of the power

transmission system 10, are described in more detail in PCT Patent Application No.

PCT/DK201 1/050388 ("the '388 application"), also entitled "WIND TURBINE POWER

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM' and filed concurrently herewith, the disclosure of which is fully

incorporated herein by reference. As described in the '388 application, particular kinematic

relationships are provided that enable the power transmission system 10 to accomplish its

primary function—the transfer of torque—in a reliable manner. The kinematic relationships also

help the power transmission system 10 achieve its secondary function—the transfer of loads

other than torque from a rotor to a tower—in an advantageous manner.

[0025] The details of the gearbox 24 and generator 28 will now be described with reference

to Figs. 4 and 4A. The gearbox 24 is shown as a differential gearbox with three planetary stages.

More specifically, the gearbox input member 26 in the embodiment shown is a planetary carrier

supporting planet wheels 50 in a first stage Al. The planet wheels 50 mesh with a ring gear 52,

which is fixed relative to the gearbox housing 32, and with a sun pinion 54 on a sun shaft 56.



The gearbox input member 26 also supports a ring gear 58 in a second stage A2 such that the

ring gear 58 rotates with the gearbox input member 26. The ring gear 58 in the second stage A2

meshes with planet wheels 60, which are supported by planet pins 62 mounted to the gearbox

housing 32. As a result, the planet wheels 60 drive a sun pinion 64 in an opposite direction than

the sun pinion 54.

[0026] The above-described arrangement splits the power delivered by the gearbox input

member 26 between the first stage Al and second stage A2, whose outputs are represented by

the sun pinions 54 and 64. The components, gear ratios, etc. may be designed to provide any

desired power distribution (e.g., it may be 60/40). The power outputs are merged in a third stage

B, which includes a ring gear 70 drivingly coupled to the sun pinion 64 via supporting structure

72 and a planet carrier 74 drivingly coupled to the sun pinion 54 via the sun shaft 56. Planet

wheels 76 rotatably supported by the planet carrier 74 mesh with the ring gear 70 and with a sun

pinion 78, the latter driving a gearbox output member 80.

[0027] The sun pinion 78 is shown as a separate component engaging the gearbox output

member 80 via a spline coupling 82, but may alternatively be mounted to the gearbox output

member 80 or even formed as an integral portion of the gearbox output member 80. Indeed,

although the details of the gearbox 24 have been described, the present invention focuses on the

integration of the gearbox 24 and generator 28 rather than the gearbox itself or its components.

Thus, the embodiment shown is merely one example; any other gearbox design suitable for wind

turbines may be used instead. This includes, for example, conventional planetary gearboxes,

compound planetary gearboxes, fixed-carrier planetary gearboxes, etc., each involving single or

multiple stages.



[0028] Regardless of the gearbox design, the generator 28 includes a rotor 100 and stator 102

positioned within a generator housing 104. The rotor 100 is driven by the gearbox output

member 80 to rotate within the generator housing 104 and, as a result, effectively divides the

generator housing 104 into a drive-end side ("DE side") and non-drive-end side ("NDE side").

On the DE side, the generator housing 104 is coupled to the gearbox housing 32 using fasteners

(e.g., bolts; not shown) or other suitable techniques. A reinforced flange 106 (Fig. 4A) may be

provided on the gearbox housing 32 for this purpose. An isolation member 108 may also be

provided between the flange 106 and generator housing 104 to help prevent electrical currents

from being transferred to the gearbox 24. Additionally, the generator 28 may further include a

drive-end shield ("DE shield") 110 between the gearbox housing 32 and generator housing 104.

The DE shield 110 is coupled to the generator housing 104 and covers the DE side to protect the

internal components of the generator 28 during transport, as will be described in greater detail

below, but need not be provided if such protection is not necessary. The gearbox housing 32

may effectively cover the DE side of the generator housing 104 after integration of the gearbox

24 and generator 28 in such embodiments.

[0029] The stator 102 is supported by the generator housing 104 between the DE and NDE

sides. The stator 102 is shown schematically in the figures, but in one embodiment the generator

28 may be a permanent-magnet generator with the stator 102 comprising a resin-impregnated

assembly of steel laminations forming teeth on an iron core. The assembly may also include

coils arranged in a distributed winding pattern between the teeth. When the rotor 100 rotates

relative to the stator 102, permanent magnets on the rotor 102 induce a voltage in the windings.

The windings are connected to a copper bus ring (not shown), which in turn is connected to

power cables 112 (Fig. 2) for delivering the electrical output elsewhere. Again, this is merely



one possible embodiment. Other embodiments will be appreciated by persons skilled in wind

turbine generator design, including those not involving permanent magnets.

[0030] The rotor 100 includes a rotor body 116 supporting the permanent magnets (or other

flux-generating members, depending on the generator design). The permanent magnets may be,

for example, held in core segments 118 secured to the rotor body 116. A rotor shaft ("drive

hub") 120 is coupled to the rotor body 116 by being secured thereto (e.g., by fasteners) or

integrally formed therewith. Thus, although in general a two-piece assembly for supporting the

permanent magnets is shown, in alternative embodiments the rotor shaft 120 and rotor body 116

may be different portions of a unitary structure. At least a portion of the rotor shaft 120 extends

in an axial direction.

[003 1] The rotor shaft 120 is also coupled to the gearbox output member 80. In the

embodiment shown, a floating shaft 122 is provided for this purpose. The floating shaft 122

extends from within the gearbox housing 32, through an opening in the DE shield 110, and into

the generator housing 104. A labyrinth seal 124 may be provided between the DE shield 110 and

exterior of the floating shaft 122 to allow relative rotation yet prevent gearbox lubricant from

entering the generator housing 104. Static seals (not shown) may also be provided between the

gearbox housing 32 and DE shield 110 to further assist fluid containment. The interior of the

floating shaft 122, on the other hand, is coupled to the gearbox output member 80 by a spline

coupling 126 so that the floating shaft 122 is driven by the gearbox output member 80. In this

regard, the gearbox output member 80 in the embodiment shown functions as a quill shaft to

transfer torque from the gearbox 24 to the generator 28 (via the floating shaft 122). The length

of the floating shaft 122, which may extend into the rotor shaft 120, and axial location of the



spline coupling 126 may be selected to help tune the torsional resonance of the power

transmission system 10.

[0032] Within the generator housing 104, a radially-extending flange 130 on the floating

shaft 122 confronts a radially-extending portion 132 of the rotor body 116 and/or rotor shaft 120.

This allows the floating shaft 122 to be coupled to the rotor 100 using bolts, pins, face gearing,

or other coupling elements/methods. Displacement elements 200 in the form of elongated bolts,

whose purpose will be described below, may partially or fully serve this coupling function. As

an alternative or additional way of coupling the floating shaft 122 to the rotor 100, a terminal

portion of the floating shaft 100 may extend into and engage the rotor shaft 120 via a spline

coupling. An isolation member 134 may be provided between the flange 130 and the part of the

rotor 100 to which it is coupled to help prevent electrical currents from being transferred to the

gearbox 24. The isolation member 134 is shown as a ring in the illustrated embodiment.

[0033] Other embodiments of the gearbox output member 80 and the way it is coupled to the

rotor 100 will be appreciated. For example, the gearbox output member 80 may alternatively

include a large connection flange for coupling directly to the rotor 100 (such that there is no need

for the floating shaft 122). The connection flange may be bolted or otherwise secured to the

rotor body 116 and/or rotor shaft 120 in the same manner as described above for the floating

shaft 122. Such a design provides a wear-free interface between the gearbox output member 80

and rotor 100. Additionally, the connection flange may be designed with high torsional and low

bending stiffness. This provides the gearbox output member 80 with sufficient flexibility to

allow the sun pinion 78 to translate radially and align angularly with the planet gears 76 when

necessary (thereby reducing or preventing misalignments).



[0034] Still referring to Fig. 4A, the generator 28 further includes a non-drive-end shield

("NDE shield") 140 coupled to the NDE side of the generator housing 104. A spindle 142

extends from the NDE shield 140 in a generally axial direction and, in the embodiment shown,

surrounds the rotor shaft 120. The spindle 142 may be integrally formed with the remainder of

the NDE shield 140 (as shown), or the spindle 142 may a separate component secured to the

NDE shield 140. At least one generator bearing 144 is positioned between the spindle 142 and

the rotor shaft 120 for rotatably supporting the rotor 100. Thus, the rotor 100 is supported by the

generator housing 104 via the generator bearing(s) 144, spindle 142, and NDE shield 140. First

and second generator bearings 144a, 144b are provided in the embodiment shown. These

bearings also support the gearbox output member 80, as will be described in greater detail below.

[0035] The first and second generator bearings 144a, 144b may be housed within a bearing

cartridge 148. More specifically, the bearing cartridge 148 includes an inner sleeve 150 coupled

to the rotor shaft 120 and an outer sleeve 152 interfacing with the spindle 142. The first and

second generator bearings 144a, 144b are positioned between the inner and outer sleeves 150,

152, whose ends may be closed off by lubrication seals 154, 156. The first bearing 144a is

shown as a double-row ball bearing with a fixed position in the bearing cartridge 148, while the

second bearing 144b is shown as a double-row ball bearing that floats. Other bearing

arrangements will be appreciated by persons skilled in wind turbine generator design. This

includes arrangements with different types of bearings (e.g., different shapes and rows of rolling

elements) and arrangements without a bearing cartridge, although providing such a cartridge has

particular advantages which will be apparent based on the description below.

[0036] The generator 28 may further include an end adaptor 160 coupled to the rotor shaft

120 and extending out of the generator housing 104. In the embodiment shown, bolts 162 extend



through the end adaptor 160 and a terminal flange 164 on the inner sleeve 150 of the bearing

cartridge 148 before engaging the rotor shaft 120. Thus, the rotor shaft 120, inner sleeve 150,

and end adaptor 160 rotate together. The end adaptor 160 extends away from the NDE shield

140 so as to be positioned outside of the generator housing 104.

[0037] Now referring to Figs. 4A, 5, and 6, the end adaptor 160 in the illustrated

embodiment supports both a turning gear 166 and brake disc 168. The turning gear 166 is

mounted to the end adaptor 160 by bolts 170, but may alternatively be an integral portion of the

end adaptor 160. Either way, the turning gear 166 is coupled to the rotor shaft 120 via the end

adaptor 160. One or more auxiliary drives 172 are mounted to the NDE shield 140 and

positioned next to the turning gear 166. The auxiliary drives 172 are configured to rotate

respective pinions 174 that mesh with the turning gear 166. Thus, the auxiliary drives 172 may

be controlled to rotate the turning gear 166 when it is necessary to turn the driven components of

the power transmission system 10 (e.g., the rotor shaft 120, gearbox output member 80, gearbox

input member 26, main shaft 16, etc.), which are operatively coupled to the end adaptor 160.

Some of the auxiliary drives 172 may be used only during operation, while other may be used

only during installation. The auxiliary drives 172 may comprise hydraulic motors in some

embodiments.

[0038] The brake disc 168 is secured to the turning gear 166 by bolts 176 extending through

spacers 178. Thus, the brake disc 168 is supported by the end adaptor 160 via the turning gear

166. In alternative embodiments, however, the brake disc 168 may be secured directly to the end

adaptor 160. One or more brake calipers 180 are positioned about the brake disc 168 and

configured to apply a friction braking force to the brake disc 168 during braking operations. The

brake calipers 180 are supported by mounting brackets 182 secured to either the NDE shield 140



or a fixed structure in the nacelle, thereby fixing the brake calipers 180 relative to the brake disc

168. The structure for securing the mounting brackets 182 is not shown in the figures for sake of

simplicity. Additionally, although not shown, the auxiliary drives 172, turning gear 166, and

brake disc 168 may be housed within a removable cover secured to the NDE shield 140.

[0039] Finally, the power transmission system 10 further includes a pitch tube 186 extending

through the gearbox 24 and generator 28. The pitch tube 186 accommodates hydraulic lines (not

shown) and/or electrical cables routed through the main shaft 16 (Fig. 2) to the hub 6 for

controlling the pitch system of the wind turbine 2 . If desired, one or more bearings (not shown)

may be provided between the pitch tube 186 and end adaptor 160 to support the pitch tube 186.

[0040] The above-described arrangement offers several advantages for manufacturing,

installation, and service. As mentioned above, the generator bearing(s) 144 rotatably support the

gearbox output member 80 in addition to the rotor 100 and, therefore, represent "shared" or

"common" bearings for the gearbox 24 and generator 28. Common bearings are desirable in

power transmission systems with integrated gearboxes and generators to reduce the number of

components subject to wear, save material costs, provide a compact arrangement, etc. By

locating the generator bearings 144 in the power transmission system 10 between the spindle 142

and rotor shaft 120, these objectives may be achieved without impacting the integration of the

gearbox 24 and generator 28. The generator bearings 144 do not depend on the gearbox 24 for

support, thereby allowing the generator 28 to be manufactured and assembled separately from

the gearbox 24.

[0041] For example, the generator 28 may be manufactured in a first location and the

gearbox 24 in a second location. The gearbox 24 and generator 28 may then be transported to a

third location to complete the integration. During the transport of the gearbox 24, the gearbox



housing 26 may temporarily support the gearbox output member 80. Alternatively, the gearbox

output member 80 may be installed when completing the integration with the generator 28.

During the transport of the generator 28, the DE shield 100 covers the DE side to help protect

internal components. The integration of the gearbox 24 and generator 28 involves coupling the

gearbox output member 80 to the rotor shaft 120 and coupling the NDE side of the generator

housing 104 to the gearbox housing 32. The integration is more versatile in that positioning the

generator bearings 144 between the gearbox 24 and generator 28 is not required to complete

these steps. The steps may be performed at locations other than the sites of manufacturing,

including on or near the site where the power transmission system 10 will be installed in a wind

turbine. Indeed, if desired, the integration may even be performed "up-tower" after separately

lifting the gearbox 24 and generator 28 to the nacelle of the wind turbine. Lifting the gearbox 24

and generator 28 separately may enable a crane with lower lifting capacity to be used to

complete the installation of the wind turbine. Such cranes are typically less expensive and more

readily available than cranes with lifting capacities sufficient to handle integrated gearboxes and

generators for multi-megawatt wind turbines.

[0042] Once the power transmission system 10 is installed, the gearbox 24 and generator 28

may remain integrated even if access to the generator bearings 144 is required for inspection or

service. To this end, Figs. 7A-7C illustrate how the rotor 100 may be temporarily supported by

the NDE shield 140 to allow easy removal of the generator bearings 144. This achieved by using

the displacement elements 200 to move the rotor 100 toward the NDE shield 140. As mentioned

above, the displacement elements 200 in the embodiment shown are elongated bolts. These

displacement elements 200 extend through access holes 202 in the NDE shield 140 (and access

holes 204 in the spindle 142 if necessary) before engaging threaded holes 206, 208, 210 in the



rotor body 116, isolation member 134, and floating shaft 122. The displacement elements 200

may remain positioned in the generator 28 during operation or be inserted only when moving the

rotor 100 is necessary. In the latter situation, the end adaptor 160 may be designed so that its

removal is not required to insert the displacement elements 200 through the NDE shield 142.

[0043] When the displacement elements 200 are fully engaged with the rotor body 116, the

rotor body 116 is spaced from the spindle 142. Each displacement element 200 includes a head

portion 212 that abuts the NDE shield 140 and prevents further insertion/engagement. As a

result, when rotated, the displacement elements 200 pull the rotor body 116, isolation member

124, and floating shaft 122 toward the NDE shield 140. Other configurations and types of

displacement elements 200 for achieving the same movement when adjusted will be appreciated

by skilled persons. Eventually the rotor body 116 contacts the spindle 142, which is configured

to non-rotatably support the rotor 100. For example, an axially-extending portion 214 of the

rotor body 116 may rest on a shoulder or flange 216 of the spindle 142 so as to be radially

supported thereby. The spindle 142 may be designed to prevent further movement of the rotor

100 in the axial direction as well. As can be appreciated, the rotor 100 becomes temporarily

"parked" on the spindle 142 when moved toward the NDE shield 140 such that the generator

bearings 144 no longer need to rotatably support the rotor shaft 120.

[0044] It may be necessary or desirable to remove the end adaptor 160 before inserting the

displacement elements 200 through the NDE shield 140 and/or before adjusting the displacement

elements 200 to move the rotor 100. This may be accomplished by releasing the bolts 164 that

secure the end adaptor 160 and bearing cartridge 148 to the rotor shaft 120. The end adaptor

160, turning gear 166, and brake disc 168 may then be moved away from the NDE shield 140 as

an assembly, assuming the brake calipers 180 have been moved to a position to allow such



movement. Alternatively, the brake disc 168, turning gear 166, and end adaptor 160 may be

removed in separate steps (i.e., the brake disc 168 may first be removed from the turning gear

166, which may then be removed from the end adaptor 160, which may then be removed from

the rotor shaft 120).

[0045] With rotor 100 non-rotatably supported on the spindle 142 and the end adaptor 160

removed, the generator bearings 144 are free to be removed. The bearing cartridge 148 allows

the generator bearings 144 to be removed as an assembly (i.e., together with the inner sleeve 150

and outer sleeve 152), thereby reducing the number of steps that must be performed. The

removal may be further facilitated by designing the rotor 100 to contact the bearing cartridge 148

as the rotor 100 moves toward the spindle 142. Further moving the rotor 100 toward its "parked"

position on the spindle 142 pushes the bearing cartridge 148 out from the spindle 142. The

bearing cartridge 148 may then be easily gripped and pulled away to complete the removal. To

install new generator bearings, the above-described steps may then be performed in a reverse

order.

[0046] As can be appreciated, the generator bearings 144 may be accessed, removed, and

installed with the generator 28 remaining integrated with the gearbox 24 (i.e., the generator

housing 104 may remain coupled to the gearbox housing 32 and the rotor 100 may remain

coupled to the gearbox output member 80). Moreover, the rotor 100 and stator 102 may remain

positioned within the generator 100 during these procedures. Even further, the NDE shield 140

may remain in position (i.e., coupled to the generator housing 104. These aspects may reduce

the complexity and time associated with the procedures such that wind turbine downtime and lost

power production can be minimized.



[0047] Advantageously, the rotor 100 may be supported by spindle 142 not only for service

of the generator bearings 144, but also for transportation and other handling operations. For

example, the generator manufacturer may assemble the generator 28 with the rotor 100 parked

on the spindle 142 in the manner described above. This alleviates loads on the generator

bearings 144 and helps prevent wear or other damage that may be caused due to periods of

standstill prior to operation. Indeed, the generator 28 may even be supplied without the

generator bearings 144 installed. The installation of the generator bearings 144 (and bearing

cartridge 148, if present) may be performed at a later stage, such as before or after integrating the

gearbox 24 and generator 28.

[0048] The embodiments described above are merely examples of the invention defined by

the claims that appear below. Those skilled in the design of wind turbine generators will

appreciate additional examples, modifications, and advantages based on the description. Fig. 8,

for example, illustrates an embodiment of a generator 228 incorporating several of the variations

mentioned above. The same reference numbers are used in the figure to refer to corresponding

structure. As can be seen, the gearbox output member 80 in this embodiment extends into the

rotor shaft 120 and is directly coupled thereto by a spline coupling 230; there is no floating shaft

or the like. The position of the spline coupling 230 may be selected to help tune the dynamic

behavior of the power transmission system 10. Thus, although the spline coupling 230 is shown

on or near end portions of the gearbox output member 80 and rotor shaft 120, the spline coupling

230 may alternatively be positioned elsewhere along the length of the rotor shaft 120.

[0049] The rotor shaft itself may have a different shape due to this different coupling

arrangement with the gearbox output member 80. In particular, the rotor shaft 120 may include a

cone or disc-like portion 232 extending further radially (compared to the embodiment of Figs. 3-



7C) before being coupled to the rotor body 116. The coupling may be achieved by bolts 234,

and each bolt 234 may be surrounded by an isolation member 236 to help prevent the transfer of

electrical currents from the rotor body 116 to the rotor shaft 120 and gearbox output member 80.

The generator bearings 144 in the embodiment of Fig. 8 are still positioned between the rotor

shaft 120 and spindle 142, but are not housed in a bearing cartridge. Another element not shown

in Fig. 8 is a turning gear secured to the end adaptor 160. A turning gear and one or more

auxiliary drives may instead be positioned elsewhere in the power transmission system 10, such

as between the gearbox 24 and generator 28.

[0050] Just as the shape of the rotor 100 may be different in alternative embodiments, the

same consideration may apply to the spindle 142. Although not shown herein, the spindle could,

for example, extend in the axial direction outwardly from the generator (i.e., away from the DE

and NDE sides) rather than inwardly. The rotor shaft would need to extend further to be

surrounded by the spindle in such an embodiment.

[005 1] Again, these and other variations will be appreciated by skilled persons. This is

particularly true with respect to the arrangement of the generator bearings 144 in relation to the

spindle 142. For example, although Figs. 3-8 illustrate the spindle 142 being positioned radially

outward relative to the rotor shaft 120 so as to surround the generator bearings 144, the position

of the spindle and rotor shaft may be reversed in alternative embodiments. That is, the spindle

may be positioned radially inward relative to the rotor shaft such that the rotor shaft surrounds

the generator bearings. Fig. 9 shows an example of a generator 328 according such an

embodiment, with the same reference numbers being used to refer to structure corresponding to

that in Figs. 3-8. Only the differences from previous embodiments will be described below.



[0052] The gearbox output member 80 in Fig. 9 is coupled to a shaft adaptor 330, which in

turn is coupled to the rotor shaft 120 (e.g., by a spline coupling 332). The rotor shaft 120

extends axially within the generator 28 and has a greater internal diameter than the spindle 142.

Thus, the spindle 142 extends from the NDE shield 140 into the rotor shaft 120. The generator

bearings 144 are positioned between the spindle 142 and rotor shaft 120. Similar to the other

embodiments discussed above, first and second generator bearings 144a, 144b are shown. The

first and second generator bearings 144a, 144b are spaced apart and may be located axially using

an end plate 334 on an end of the spindle 142, a spacer 336 positioned between the first and

second generator bearings 144a, 144b, and an end plate 338 on the rotor shaft 120. Because the

rotor shaft 120 surrounds the first and second generator bearings 144a, 144b, the rotor shaft 120

and rotor body 116 may be designed so that the rotor 100 has a center of mass located in a plane

between the first and second generator bearings 144a, 144b. This provides a more even

distribution of loads between the first and second generator bearings 144a, 144b, especially when

the plane is centered between the first and second generator bearings 144a, 144b.

[0053] In light of the above, the details of any particular embodiment should not be seen to

necessarily limit the scope of the claims below. Indeed, in addition to appreciating other

modifications and variations, skilled persons will understand how features of the various

embodiments may be combined in different ways.



[0054] What is claimed:

1. A power transmission system for a wind turbine, comprising:

a gearbox having a gearbox housing and a gearbox output member extending from the

gearbox housing; and

a generator including:

a generator housing having a drive-end side and non-drive-end side, the drive-end

side being coupled to the gearbox housing;

a stator supported by the generator housing between the drive-end side and non-

drive-end side;

a rotor having a rotor shaft coupled to the gearbox output member so as to be driven

thereby and a rotor body supported by the rotor shaft, at least a portion of the rotor shaft

extending in an axial direction;

a non-drive-end shield coupled to the non-drive-end side of the generator housing;

a spindle extending from the non-drive-end shield in the axial direction; and

at least one generator bearing positioned between the rotor shaft and spindle, wherein

the at least one generator bearing supports the gearbox output member and rotor shaft.

2 . A power transmission system according to claim 1, wherein the spindle extends in the axial

direction toward the drive-end side of the generator housing.

3 . A power transmission system according to claim 1, wherein the spindle is a separate

component secured to the non-drive-end shield.



4 . A power transmission system according to claim 3, wherein the spindle is integrally

formed with the non-drive-end shield.

5 . A power transmission system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

spindle is positioned radially outward relative to the rotor shaft.

6 . A power transmission system according claim 5, wherein the spindle is spaced from the

rotor but configured to contact the rotor when the rotor is moved toward the non-drive-end

shield.

7 . A power transmission according to claim 6, wherein the rotor includes an axially-ending

portion and the spindle includes a shoulder confronting the axially-extending portion, the

shoulder being configured to radially support the axially-extending portion when the rotor is

moved toward the non-drive-end shield.

8 . A power transmission system according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising:

a turning gear coupled to the rotor shaft; and

at least one auxiliary drive mounted to the non-drive-end shield and configured to rotate

the turning gear.

9 . A power transmission system according to claim 8, further comprising:

an end adaptor coupled to the rotor shaft and extending out of the generator housing, the

turning gear being coupled to the rotor shaft via the end adaptor;



a brake disc supported by the end adaptor; and

at least one brake caliper fixed relative to the brake disc and configured to apply friction

thereto.

10. A power transmission system according to claim 9, where in the brake caliper is mounted

to the non-drive-end shield.

11 . A power transmission system according to any of claims 1-4, wherein the spindle is

positioned radially inward relative to the rotor shaft.

12. A power transmission system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the at least

one generator bearing comprises first and second generator bearings spaced apart from each

other, and further wherein the rotor has a center of mass located in a plane between the first and

second generator bearings.

13. A power transmission system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

generator further includes a bearing cartridge housing the at least one generator bearing.

14. A power transmission system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the at least

one generator bearing is the only rotatable support for the gearbox output member and rotor

shaft.



15. A power transmission system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

generator further includes a drive-end shield coupled to and covering the drive-end-side of the

generator housing.

16. A method of assembling or servicing a power transmission system for a wind turbine,

comprising:

providing a gearbox having a gearbox housing and a gearbox output member extending

from the gearbox housing;

providing a generator having a generator housing with a drive-end side and non-drive-end

side, a stator supported by the generator housing between the drive-end side and non-drive-end

side, a non-drive-end shield coupled to the non-drive-end side, a spindle extending from the non-

drive-end shield in the axial direction, and a rotor with a rotor shaft and rotor body supported by

the rotor shaft, wherein at least a portion of the rotor shaft extends in an axial direction;

positioning at least one generator bearing between the rotor shaft and spindle, wherein the

at least one generator bearing supports the gearbox output member and rotor shaft; and

integrating the gearbox and generator by:

coupling the drive-end side of the generator housing to the gearbox housing; and

coupling the rotor shaft to the gearbox output member.

17. A method according to claim 16, wherein the gearbox and generator are integrated before

positioning the at least one generator bearing.

18. A method according to claims 16 or 17, further comprising:



removing the at least one generator bearing from the generator, wherein the gearbox and

generator remain integrated while the at least one generator bearing is removed.

19. A method according to claim 18, wherein the non-drive-end shield remains coupled to the

generator housing while the at least one generator being is removed.

20. A method according to any of claims 16-19, further comprising:

moving the rotor toward the non-drive-end shield until the rotor contacts the spindle; and

non-rotatably supporting the rotor on the spindle.

2 1. A method according to claim 20, wherein the rotor includes an axially-ending portion and

the spindle includes a shoulder confronting the axially-extending portion, and further wherein the

shoulder radially supports the axially-extending portion when the rotor is moved toward the non-

drive-end shield.

22. A method according to claim 20 or 21, wherein displacement elements extend through the

non-drive-end shield and engage the rotor, and further wherein moving the rotor toward the non-

drive-end shield comprises:

adjusting the displacement elements to pull the rotor toward the non-drive-end shield.

23. A method according to any of claims 16-23, wherein positioning the at least one generator

bearing comprises inserting a bearing cartridge between the rotor shaft and spindle, the at least

one generator bearing being housed within the bearing cartridge.
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